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The assembly of DNA from small fragments into large constructs has seen significant recent

development, becoming a pivotal technology in the ability to implement the vision of synthetic

biology. As the cost of whole gene synthesis is decreasing, whole genome synthesis at the other

end of the spectrum has expanded our horizons to the prospect of fully engineered synthetic cells.

However, the recently proven ability to synthesise genome-scale DNA is at odds with our ability

to rationally engineer biological devices, which lags significantly behind. Most work in synthetic

biology takes place on an intermediate scale with the combinatorial construction of networks and

metabolic pathways from registries of modular biopart components. Implementation for rapid

prototyping of engineered biological circuits requires quick and reliable DNA assembly according

to specific architectures. It is apparent that DNA assembly is now a limiting technology in

advancing synthetic biology. Current techniques employ standardised restriction enzyme assembly

protocols such as BioBrickst, BglBricks and Golden Gate methods. Alternatively, sequence-

independent overlap techniques, such as In-Fusiont, SLIC and Gibson isothermal assembly are

becoming popular for larger assemblies, and in vivo DNA assembly in yeast and bacillus appears

adept for chromosome fabrication. It is important to consider how the use of different

technologies may impact the outcome of a construction, since the assembly technique can direct

the architecture and diversity of systems that can be made. This review provides a critical

examination of recent DNA assembly strategies and considers how this important facilitating

aspect of synthetic biology may proceed in the future.

Introduction

Synthetic biology aims to apply the engineering principles of

abstraction and characterisation to the design of biological

systems.1 In essence each DNA-encoded component or ‘part’,

such as a promoter or open reading frame (ORF), can be

considered in isolation. Robust characterisation of these

individual parts means that they can be combined to produce

new pathways and devices that give a predictable response,

such as the expression of a protein in a host cell

(chassis), to a specified level, under defined growth

conditions. The abstraction envisioned by synthetic biology
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Insight, innovation, integration

The development of synthetic biology requires integrating

a rational engineering approach into the design of bio-

logical systems and is dependent on the robust

characterisation of biological parts to assemble them into

functional devices. The means by which DNA is assembled

into devices is of pressing importance, since it is currently a

limiting technology in the engineering of biological systems.

This review provides a critique of current DNA assembly

technologies and their applicability to synthetic biology as

well as providing an insight into how the different methods

affect the architecture and diversity at different scales of

assembly.
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is to construct increasingly complex systems from DNA-

encoded parts; combining parts to produce genes, linking

genes to make pathways and devices, and finally arranging

these together to create synthetic chromosomes and genomes

(Table 1). One key aspect of moving up the levels of

abstraction is better modelling and design capabilities

(reviewed in this issue by MacDonald et al.2) and the other is

the number and quality of characterised parts and devices.

So although it is technically possible to synthesise at the whole

genome scale,3 our ability to rationally engineer biology is

limited.4 An ability to reliably assemble and test DNA

components in a high throughput manner is so essential to

this advancement that the limit of what synthetic biology can

achieve is becoming determined by our ability to physically

assemble DNA.

One of the foundational advances of synthetic biology was

the BioBrickt, a DNA unit with standardised flanking

sequences that enabled assembly to be achieved by a cheap,

simple and standardised restriction/ligation method.5,6 With

BioBrickst it became possible to store pots of modular

biological parts that could be shared and easily assembled in

different combinations by a vibrant community.6,7 A decade

on from the inception of standardised assembly, synthetic

biology has produced a plethora of interesting and useful

devices and pathways8–12 and is poised to create more

complex biological systems.4,13,14 However, even with the

simplicity of standardised assembly, the DNA assembly

process is still a limiting factor for most laboratories,

hampering rapid prototyping of many devices. Furthermore,

the BioBrickt approach becomes laborious when applied to

Table 1 An illustration of the terms used in DNA assembly for synthetic biology. Sequential and hierarchical assembly pathways produce
constructs with a defined order of parts but this can be difficult to achieve using current one-step parallel methods, or when combinations of parts
are used in order to yield a library of final constructs. ORF = Open Reading Frame

Part DNA which performs a
defined function in a genetic
circuit and is compatible
with an assembly technique

Ordered Assembled in a defined
order

Gene An ORF along with all
regulatory elements required
for successful expression

Parallel One-step simultaneous
assembly

PathwayA group of genes or
operons (multi-ORF genes)
which may perform related
functions

Combinatorial Assembled with
any number of ‘alternative’ parts
at any number of defined
positions; used in e.g. library
cloning
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an intermediate assembly scale involving several genes and

regulatory elements. New methods of assembly now need to be

designed and implemented by the community, which can also

be scaled to genome assembly.15 Advance through this crucial

stage in synthetic biology will be aided by a number of recently

published and anticipated new techniques summarised in Fig. 1

and Table 2 and assessed in this article. These methods differ in

both mechanism and scale, offering the user self-assembly of

many parts in a single reaction (parallel assembly), giving

constructs with a pre-defined physical arrangement (ordered

assembly), or allowing multiple versions of parts to be

used simultaneously (combinatorial assembly – see Table 1).

The challenge for synthetic biology is to develop standardised

assembly methods allowing work at all levels of abstraction –

genes, pathways and genomes – and to clearly understand the

context dependencies when parts are physically placed next to

other parts. This review provides a critical overview of how the

different assembly methods can be applied to different scales of

assembly and how the inherent features of each method relate

to the overall architecture and diversity of the end product.

Parts to genes

A functional gene consists of a promoter, a translation start

site (the RBS in prokaryotes), the protein coding ORF and

lastly a terminator (Table 1). Other parts such as upstream

and downstream regulatory elements, introns and RNA

folding motifs also exist but are not essential. Assembly of a

gene from its individual parts functionally requires ordered

assembly; clearly placing a promoter after an ORF will not be

worthwhile. Another important factor at this smallest scale is

that very little DNA within a gene is non-functional, especially

in prokaryotes, so ‘scar’ sequences – bases left behind by

some assembly methods – are undesirable as they often affect

how parts function together. Finally, the close proximity of

parts at this scale brings up the issue of context-dependency. It

is well established in biology that the behaviour of many DNA

elements are context dependent, influenced by their immediate

flanking sequences, and sometimes by distant ones. At the

parts-to-genes level this is acutely illustrated by the RBS, the

short RNA sequence that controls translation initiation.16

Although the core sequence of an RBS is only 6 bases long it

is always required to be exactly before the beginning of the

ORF; and furthermore, flanking sequences B50 bases around

the RBS affect its efficiency, meaning the initial sequence of the

ORF part will always modulate the RBS part.16

BioBrickt assembly at this level has been particularly

successful as the construction technique is sequential (and so

inherently ordered; Table 1) and the number of parts needed to

construct a functional gene is low. The major downside of the

BioBrickt approach is that the same 8 bp scar sequence is

found at every junction. The presence of this scar sequence is

unacceptable at certain positions, notably the RBS, meaning

that alternative assembly methods must be used in cases where

context-dependency is a problem. The scar is also problematic

when assembling fusion proteins as it encodes an in-frame stop

codon. To address these issues, revisions of the BioBrickt

standard have been introduced, starting with two standards

specifically designed to assist assembly of fusion proteins.17,18

More recently, a standard called BglBricks has been

described19 that uses different sequences for assembly and

leaves a smaller 6 bp scar. This encodes a simple glycine-

serine motif in frame, making the method more amenable to

protein fusions. BglBrick assembly also has the advantage of

using highly efficient and commonly-used restriction enzymes

whose recognition sequences are not blocked by the most

common DNA methylases, Dam and Dcm.

Despite revisions and new standards, neither BioBrickt nor

BglBrick methods can assemble a scarless gene from parts and

crucially cannot assemble every sequence of DNA as the use

of restriction enzymes means that the sequences they use as

recognition sites are forbidden within a part. However, scarless

assembly without any ‘forbidden sites’ is possible using

other methods – notably overlap extension polymerase chain

reaction (OE-PCR). This method, initially described over

twenty years ago,20 uses chimeric PCR primers 40+ bases

long to create homologous ends between different DNA

molecules, the homology is then used to prime extension in a

second round of PCR between the initial products, and is

the basis of most routine gene fusion techniques21–23

The sequences of the homologous primers direct which

parts follow each other, allowing ordered assembly which

can be done sequentially, or even as a parallel reaction.

The method is fast and relies on PCR, which is rapidly

becoming more tractable for producing long constructs

thanks to the increasing fidelity and decreasing cost of DNA

polymerases. It is also dependent on ordering custom

oligonucleotide primers for each concatenation, which are

decreasing in cost but are still expensive when scaled to

library-sized batches.

At the parts-to-genes level OE-PCR has always been a good

alternative to restriction-ligation assembly. Typically it has

been used to assemble 0.5 to 5 kb genes fragment in vitro, which

would then be ligated into plasmids using restriction methods.

Recently, however, a number of groups have demonstrated

that OE-PCR has the power to assemble not just a gene, but

the whole plasmid. Circular Polymerase Extension Cloning

(CPEC)24 utilises a single cycle of PCR without primers to

circularise a gene into a linearised plasmid. The method is

dependent on 20–25 bp overlap sequence at the ends of the
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gene which are homologous to the ends of a linearised vector.

The single PCR cycle with a high-fidelity proofreading

DNA polymerase results in a small amount of nicked

circular gene-plus-vector product that can be selected for

with surprising efficiency by transforming into bacteria. With

this high efficiency, CPEC may find particular usage in the

combinatorial assembly often used in synthetic biology. Indeed,

the authors demonstrate that both combinatorial library cloning

and multi-part parallel assembly reactions are possible, with

more cycles driving more complex reactions to completion. A

recent similar technique25 improves on CPEC by showing that

the plasmid need not be linearised before assembly as long as the

reaction products are digested with the methylation-sensitive

DpnI restriction enzyme, which destroys any original circular

DNA plasmid not produced by PCR, selecting only for

assembled products. Together these two techniques offer a

Fig. 1 Overview of exemplar DNA assembly techniques.A shows BioBrickst cloning of parts via restriction digestion and ligation of the resultant

compatible sticky ends, re-forming the prefix sequence and leaving a ‘scar’ between parts. BglBricks swaps XbaI, SpeI and PstI with BglII, BamHI

and XhoI respectively; thus the resultant scar does not include a stop codon or frameshift. B shows OE-PCR, where complementary overhangs

attached to DNA targets anneal during PCR assembly and can be circularised into a vector by extension. C shows Gibson isothermal assembly of

parts, where parts are synthesised to overlap by 30+ bp and their ends are processed and fused together using an exonuclease, a ligase and a

polymerase.D illustrates Golden Gate assembly where type IIs enzymes cut outside their recognition site to excise parts with 4-base overhangs that

are defined arbitrarily. With careful selection of compatible overhangs, such parts can perform parallel assembly into a defined order. E shows

transformation-associated recombination (TAR) cloning in yeast, where parts including a yeast centromere and a selectable marker are inserted

into yeast and naturally recombine in parallel through overlapping sequence to build a complete construct.
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powerful and fast new angle to OE-PCR, allowing

parts-to-genes-to-plasmid assembly without any ligation

reactions and using equipment and enzymes common to most

labs. However, like all PCR methods, assembly is problematic

when sequences contain many repeats or are GC-rich.

Perhaps the biggest advance in the first decade of synthetic

biology is not a research breakthrough but the rapid decline in

the cost of commercial synthesis of genes.26 Genes are typically

synthesised by polymerase cycling assembly from pools of

overlapping custom oligos,23,27 which can also now be

prepared in miniature scale using microarray technology28,29

and increasingly do not need to be purified before use.30 Direct

custom order synthesis of gene-sized DNA constructs is often

cost-effective compared to acquiring the expertise and

equipment required to assemble DNA from parts or

traditional cloning techniques. Synthesis is typically one gene

at a time; the order and the parts are defined in the design and

there are no scars or forbidden sites. The huge disadvantage

this has for synthetic biology is that individual parts, like

promoters and ORFs, cannot be combinatorially swapped

within constructs in order to create gene libraries without a

large increase in synthesis costs. At this point the cost-balance

switches and it is more common to have a codon-optimised

ORF synthesised, which can then be assembled into a device

using combinatorial techniques.

Despite this reservation, the advantages of commercial

synthesis are still strong enough that it is predicted to

dominate part-to-gene level assembly in the near future.26

A huge body of research is building to understand codon-

optimisation, which will dramatically improve predictability of

expression for ORFs.31–33 In addition, tools now exist to

rationally predict other modulators of expression such as

the RBS calculator,16 which uses RNA-folding models to

output sequences that will trigger translation initiation at

desired strengths. Tools like the RBS calculator and similar

promoter calculators34 will drive the move to custom synthesis

of genes with defined expression levels. However, there will still

always be a requirement to combinatorially exchange parts

within these genes for others from part libraries, particularly in

the case of the regulatory promoter, which not only drives

expression levels, but typically also controls the logic of gene

regulation.35,36

Genes to pathways

While building genes from parts is the bedrock of synthetic

biology, most research projects in the field operate at the higher

scale of linking genes to construct pathways and devices. From

iGEM projects building ingenious regulatory networks12,37

to industrial synthesis of biofuels through metabolic

Table 2 Current DNA assembly techniques suitable for synthetic biology. For descriptions of the techniques see the main text. RE= Restriction
Endonuclease; Square = Technique applicable in relevant context; Circle = Technique applicable but requiring specific considerations

Method Mechanism Sequential Parallel Combinatorial Parts - Genes Genes - Pathways Pathways - Genome

BioBrickst Type II RE

BglBricks Type II RE

Pairwise Selection Type IIs RE

Golden Gate Type IIs RE

InFusiont Overlap

Isothermal Assembly Overlap

SLIC Overlap

USER Overlap

OE-PCR (incl. CPEC) PCR with Overlap

Bacillus Domino Recombination

Yeast TAR RecombinationD
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engineering,38,39 assembly at this level is the key area that is

currently challenging synthetic biology. Unlike the parts-to-

genes level, the presence of scar sequences between genes and

their physical order in a DNA construct may not dramatically

affect the function of a pathway, unless it is arranged in an

operon. Instead, the importance at this level is to be able to

assemble genes combinatorially so that libraries of genes can

yield massive diversity in possible pathways and devices.

As at the parts-to-genes level, BioBricktmethods are suitable

for creating small pathways and devices like operons, and are

exceptionally useful for combinatorial assembly. However, the

slow laboratory methodology and requirement of forbidden

restriction sites does not favour scaling-up to larger

assemblies. Attempts to automate this kind of assembly can

help speed up the process, but will always be limited by the

sequential nature of the technology. Furthermore, the nature of

the scar site means that individual parts cannot be replaced once

assembled. OE-PCR methods can also be applied to create

operons and small pathways and devices, especially recent

CPEC and related methods that can combinatorially assemble

many plasmids in one go. However, thesemethods are also limited

in their ability to scale up, both by plasmids becoming less efficient

at larger sizes and by the error rate of PCR, which remains too

erroneous for reliable perfect amplification of 10+ kb constructs.

The challenge of assembly at larger scales has led to the

emergence of several new methods utilising Type IIs restriction

enzymes. Although not routinely used in standard cloning,

these enzymes have in the past found application in niche

protocols such as those for assembling repetitive DNA40–42

and were utilised by Kodumal et al. for synthetic assembly of a

32-kb gene cluster.43 They cut outside their recognition

sequence, allowing 4 bp overhangs to be customised and thus

assembly can be scarless between neighbouring fragments

designed to overlap by the appropriate 4 bp.44,45 Recently

this enzymatic property has been used in a new Golden Gate

assembly method; a parallel one-pot, one-step 5 min technique

to assemble seamless constructs.46 DNA is inserted into

an entry clone shuttle vector which provides the Type IIs

recognition sequences immediately at both ends of the DNA

pieces. Digestion then produces all the fragments for assembly

which ligate in parallel where overhangs are complementary.

While this method is proficient for assembly at the parts-to-

genes level and for smaller pathways and devices, it can also be

used to shuffle multiple fragments. This shuffling variation47

uses PCR to add the 4 bp overlap sequences to the ends of each

fragment, which are chosen to define the order of the fragments

in the assembly reaction. Theoretically 4 bp overhangs allow

240 distinct overlaps, but the authors report base-pair mis-

matching at similar overhangs can result in incorrect assembly.

Already a version of Golden Gate shuffling that does not

require shuttle vectors, but instead adds Type IIs recognition

sequences by PCR, has been proposed for synthetic biology.48

The promise of ordered, parallel assembly with no scars, or just

4 bp scars, is definitely attractive for both parts-to-genes and

genes-to-pathways assembly.

Interestingly Blake et al.49 recently described a more

complicated version of Type IIs cloning specifically designed

to facilitate the assembly of large constructs from directly

synthesised gene-length fragments. Their novel assembly

method requires attachment of B65 bp standardised tags at

both ends of the composite fragments, and the use of two

cassette vectors that each contain two different non-functional

antibiotic resistance markers. Type IIs recognition sequences

in the tags allow the fragment to be cut and ligated into the

vectors at which point the tags act as promoters for the

antibiotic resistance markers, enabling stringent selection of

vector containing the insert. Two plasmids containing insert

fragments with 4 bp overlap can then be assembled together by

digesting with a second set of type IIs enzymes so that inserts

are excised with tags only at one end of each. These two pieces

are then ligated to become a single larger insert that goes into a

second vector with two different antibiotic resistance markers

that are selected for. Repeating the pairwise selection cycle

with 1 to 2 kb starting fragments can build a 91 kb assembly in

only 6 rounds of transition between cassette vectors.

The use of tags containing Type IIs sites that double as

promoters for stringent antibiotic resistance markers allows

this method to be done entirely in liquid culture, facilitating

faster throughput using automation with a liquid handling

robot. The forbidden site problem is circumvented using a

clever twist whereby sequence-specific blocking oligos prevent

CpG methylation of tag digest sites, via RecA-mediated

binding to homologous sequences. This leaves them open for

further digestion, unlike those in the assembly fragments which

become protected. This oligo-based technology (RARE)50

could well become adopted elsewhere in DNA assembly

protocols that have a forbidden site requirement.

At the parts-to-pathways level, the alternative to restriction

digestion methods are a class of techniques called overlap

assembly methods. Like OE-PCR, overlap methods require

DNA fragments for assembly to share 20+ bp of common

sequence at ends that will be joined. This sequence is processed

in vitro by enzymes that perform the assembly. In the case of

well-known commercial kits for plasmid construction such as

Gatewayt (Life Technologies), the enzyme is a specific

recombinase and the overlap sequence guiding assembly

must be specific for this.51 This is undesirable for large

assembly projects as the same sequence will be present at

each junction and large parallel assemblies are impossible. A

more promising commercial kit also for cloning into plasmids

is In-Fusiont (Clontech) which uses a proprietary enzyme mix

to assemble any fragments with 15 bp sequence overlap.52 It is

particularly suited for parallel reactions with several DNA

fragments and conceptually belongs to a class of overlap

assembly techniques often called ‘chew back and anneal’. These

methods work by digesting back one strand of DNA from each

exposed end of a fragment, leaving a single-stranded overhang

that anneals with the complementary overhang of a fragment

sharing the same overlap sequence. Those fragments may then be

transformed directly or ligated together to give scarless assembly.

An established overlap method is USER (uracil-specific

excision reagent) cloning which first requires PCR amplification

of fragments using primers that incorporate at least one

uracil.53,54 Once incorporated into the sequence, the uracils are

excised by uracil DNA glycosylase and the resultant abasic sites

cleaved by an AP-lyase, leaving 30 overhangs complementary to

the original primer sequence. Such overhangs (which can be 7–8

bases, or as long as desired) can thus be produced and assembled
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in a single ligase-independent method.53 It should be noted that

ligation is technically feasible with this method, since AP lyase

enzymes leave a 50 PO4, while the excised oligonucleotide cannot

re-ligate back in as it will possess a 30 deoxyribose phosphate.

Like other overlap methods, no assembly scars are left behind

and parallel assembly is possible. The drawback to this method

is that at least one thymidine is required near the end of the

sequence (to be replaced with a uracil) so it is not truly ‘sequence-

independent’.

Several other ligation-independent cloning methods also

exist,55,56 and a sequence-independent variation has recently

been described.57 This method, SLIC (sequence- and ligation-

independent cloning) utilises a slow chew back mechanism

resulting from the 30-50 proofreading exonuclease activity T4

DNA polymerase exhibits in the absence of dNTPs. In this

case, 30 min incubations create long overhangs of 30+ bp

overlaps which anneal with homologous excised fragments.

RecA is used to stabilise the annealed fragments and avoid

in vitro ligation, instead relying on in vivo DNA repair of any

gaps post-transformation. In a demonstration of its parallel

capability, a single SLIC reaction was used to generate a

ten-way assembly of 300–400 bp PCR fragments;57 an

impressive feat that could be applied to pathway assembly.

Though applicable to the pathway scale, most overlap

assembly methods were originally described for plasmid

construction experiments, rarely going beyond 15+ kb. This

is not the case for three overlap methods recently published by

the J. Craig Venter Institute.58 These methods were intended to

assemble whole genomes in vitro from directly synthesised 5 kb

fragments designed to have 40 to 400 bp of overlapping

sequence. The protocols are all chew back and anneal

methods using cocktails of different enzymes, and the most

impressive version requires a single 30 min incubation at one

temperature. This ‘Gibson’ isothermal assembly method, using

a high fidelity DNA polymerase, T5 exonuclease and Taq

DNA ligase, is particularly attractive due to its simplicity

and use of common lab enzymes.

In demonstrating these methods, Gibson et al. successfully

assembled a complete synthetic 583 kb M. genitalium genome

in vitro from four 100 kb+ fragments. They also showed their

protocols to be efficient with fragments at the 2 kb scale and

have recently adapted the enzyme ratios in their preparation

to allow the method to be used to assemble genes directly

from single-stranded 60-mer oligos that overlap by 20 bases,

bypassing gene synthesis.59 This latter variation of the protocol

has allowed Gibson et al. to successfully assemble the entire

16.3-kilobase mouse mitochondrial genome from 600 overlapping

60-mers using only the Gibson isothermal assembly method at

all stages, showing the power of this approach.59 The technique

is massively parallel and can assemble circular plasmids and

bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) in single reactions.

Their work clearly demonstrates a future assembly approach

for large pathways and devices, where directly synthesised

genes are parallel-assembled into huge constructs without

having to consider the forbidden site requirement of

restriction enzymes, or the error-rate of PCR over long DNA

lengths. As with all overlap assembly methods the order of

fragments is pre-determined by the sequence overlap between

them. While this method has been ideal for re-synthesising a

known genome, it remains to be used in the context of

combinatorial assembly of pathways.

Pathways to genomes

The future for synthetic biology will be integrating assemblies

of pathways, devices and regulatory networks to build designer

genomes for custom microbes. Research in this area is already

active and beginning to bear fruit.60 At the pathways to

genome level, it will be crucial to have parallel assembly

reactions, as sequential construction from fragments will be

laborious for large assemblies. It is also becoming evident that

the positioning of genes, pathways and devices on genomes,

especially in bacteria, plays an important role in their

regulation and the intracellular location of the products they

encode,61 and so the order of assembly will need to be defined.

Despite successfully demonstrating in vitro assembly of a

genome using a chew back and anneal overlap technique, the

J. Craig Venter Institute assembled the first complete synthetic

genome in vivo by using S. cerevisiae yeast homologous

recombination.3,62,63 They developed a modified Transformation-

Assisted Recombination (TAR) cloning protocol able to

assemble the entire circular synthetic M. genitalium genome

in one go from 25 pieces about 24 kb in size. TAR has been a

common protocol for manipulating DNA in yeast for over a

decade,64 and like chew back and anneal methods it relies

on overlapping sequence between fragments. These

undergo homologous recombination during yeast spheroplast

transformation, and this technique is predominantly used to

incorporate gene- and pathway-sized DNA assemblies into

specific sites in the yeast genome. By including a yeast artificial

chromosome (YAC) replication sequence and a selective

marker in one assembly fragment, assembly of a circular

self-propagating construct is achieved.

Due to the fidelity of the native homologous recombination

enzymes, assembly in yeast is inherently accurate. Yeast has

the advantage of being tolerant to very large constructs; stable

YACs as large as 2.3 Mbp have been reported.65 The

massively-parallel assembly is also rapid and Gibson et al.

speculate that yeast may be able to assemble an entire genome

from the same 110 synthesised B5 kb fragments used for their

in vitro isothermal method. Remarkably the assembly of 25

pieces into an entire genome was achieved with overlaps

between fragments as short as 80 bp, and TAR cloning has

been reported with overlap sequences as short as 40 bp.66

Further research by the same authors has demonstrated the

power of yeast as a vehicle for gene synthesis, with cells capable

of assembling 1+ kb genes in vivo from overlapping 60-mer

oligonucleotides.67 Additionally, yeast is also tractable for

pathway assembly, as demonstrated by the similar ‘DNA

Assembler’ method developed concurrently by Shao et al.68

For genome-sized assembly, yeast is not the only cellular

chassis; recently the complete assembly of chromosomes was

also achieved in Bacillus by Itaya et al.69 Building on a previous

‘inchworm’ method70 that had been used to clone 3500 kb of

SynechocystisDNA into B. subtilis from long 100 kb+ starting

pieces, the authors developed a new ‘domino method’ utilising

homologous recombination. Their method uses specific

B. subtilis strains called Bacillus genome (BGM) vectors that
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have integrated pBR322 sequences in their genomes. Assembly

is sequential and requires the target chromosome to be broken

down into 5 kb regions with significant overlap between each

piece. Pieces to be assembled are cloned in E. coli alternately into

two vector plasmids with different antibiotic resistance markers.

Assembly begins by adding the first plasmid to Bacillus which

recombines the assembly piece plus resistance marker into the

BGM vector site of the genome. The process is then repeated for

the second plasmid, and this time homologous recombination

replaces the first resistance marker with the next part of the

construct, and adds a second. Repeated transformation and

alternate selection with the two antibiotics sequentially builds

the desired chromosome in the Bacillus genome and this can be

recovered by transforming a retrieval plasmid or BAC that excises

the assembly by homologous recombination.

The domino method was used to assemble the complete

organelle genome of the mouse mitochondria (16.3 kb), and

modified to include more antibiotic markers in order to

assemble the rice chloroplast genome (134.5 kb). This latter

achievement is particularly of note, as this genome is highly-

repetitive and would be difficult to assemble by other means.

Although ordered, unfortunately both the domino and the

previous inchwormmethods are not rapid parallel methods but

laborious, sequential ‘wet-lab-heavy’ processes. They also rely

on long overlaps for recombination and cannot be used to

assemble any sequences that already exist in the Bacillus

genome. Interestingly, further development of their protocol

now allows large DNA fragments on BACs to be transferred

directly in culture from E. coli to B. subtilis in a culture mix

method, without any purification.71 Given the difficulties

associated with handling large DNA fragments72 this method

could be beneficial to adopt elsewhere.

Future developments

An idealised assembly method for synthetic biology must be

suitable for combinatorial construction from standarised part

libraries, have no forbidden site requirements, and allow for

pre-determined order in the final product. Yet it would also need

to be assembled rapidly in a parallel reaction, applicable for

work at any scale and only leave scars between parts that can

tolerate them. Currently, no single technique is capable of all of

these and different methods have varying suitability to different

levels of assembly, so often the most appropriate strategy

involves using several techniques in tandem. At the parts-to-

genes level, the future will be dominated by ever-cheaper direct

synthesis and tools to predict expression, but synthetic biologists

will still need assembly to exchange promoter sequences from

part libraries and won’t be able to tolerate scar sites unless the

context-dependencies of these are fully understood or new

‘insulator’ parts can be designed to prevent part function

being influenced by flanking sequence. A further challenge at

this level will undoubtedly be placed by expanding synthetic

biology beyond the simplest case of minimal bacterial genes and

expanding the tool-set of regulatory parts to include enhancers,

regulatory RNA and motifs essential in eukaryotic systems such

as those involved into chromatin packing and remodelling.

At both the genes-to-pathways and pathways-to-genomes

level, the recent advances in assembly described here offer

promise for improved techniques to greatly aid progress in

synthetic biology. In particular, the parallel overlap-based

techniques have the advantage of no forbidden site

requirements; an important feature as even with direct

synthesis and codon-optimization there will always be

instances where a sequence must be included in the final

construct. Many overlap methods are also cross-compatible,

as illustrated by assembly of the same fragments by either

in vitro or in vivomethods by the J. Craig Venter Institute. The

challenge with overlap methods is to introduce combinatorial

assembly from pots of modules without loss of parallel

assembly. Current parallel techniques work for synthesised

fragments that overlap with neighbours or rely on using PCR

with custom primers to add each overlap. These methods

aren’t scalable for future projects to create pathways built

from gene libraries or when rearranging the order of genes;

assembling 10 overlapping DNA fragments in every possible

arrangement would require 90 versions of each primer.

We propose that an attractive way around these problems

would be to develop a set of standardised overlap sequences

compatible with several assembly techniques. Overlaps,

perhaps 40 to 60 bp long, would be non-repeating scars

between genes and could be designed to define the location

of each gene, with n genes spaced along a chromosome with

n different overlap sequences between. They would themselves

be a set of standard parts and could feasibly double as

insulators. With a standard set of PCR primers, these

overlaps could easily be added to gene-length fragments

having common prefix and suffix sequences, such as those in

current synthetic biology libraries.

Undoubtedly, future DNA assembly protocols will be greatly

aided by computational tools to aid design and to automate the

liquid-handling of core methods (reviewed in detail in this issue

by MacDonald et al.2). Research in assembly automation is

active, in both the theoretical analysis of strategies73,74 and the

development of Computer Aided Design (CAD) software suites

such as Clotho.75 Already, software tools such as the RBS

Calculator16 are being used to direct design in many labs, and

tools aiding new methods of assembly will be required where

necessary. Life Technologies, for example, now offer online

design tools for Gibson isothermal assembly and yeast-based

DNA assembly-methods that they sell though GENEART as

commercial kits. The next stage for design software should

be inclusion of model-based understanding of the context-

dependencies of neighbouring parts which will in turn inform

the assembly strategy. Software tools will need to be designed

to allow mix-and-match assembly workflows that use the

multiple techniques. The Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI)

have developed an in-house software package, J5, specifically

for this purpose76 and are able to link the software to direct

automation of assembly by liquid handling robots.

Greater use of automated liquid handling in DNA assembly

will increase throughput but another future direction to

consider is the use of in vivo methods where engineered

bacterial cells could be programmed to use methylases and

restriction enzymes within the cell to select what DNA

sequences to cut and rearrange. Already techniques exist to

directly edit genomic DNA within cells; the recently developed

multiplex-automated genomic engineering (MAGE) protocol
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is an example of this.77 With the cost of whole genome

sequencing falling rapidly, verification of multiple DNA

changes within cells is now becoming affordable. This is an

important consideration as most assembly methods still rely on

traditional single-read sequencing for verification at the

end-point and at intermediate stages, and this form of

sequencing is not decreasing in cost and time. To enable

future DNA assembly techniques to be rapid and affordable,

new methods to quickly sequence-verify multiple intermediates

such as plasmid DNA constructs will be required.
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